
 

Free Crochet Pattern on Snowman

Download PDF here

This cute snowman is a bigger piece of Christmas decoration. It has plastic pellets in the bottom, so it
is able to stand. It is also a very simple pattern, which makes it well-fitted for newbies.
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Size

34 cm. tall

Materials:

Yarn: Infinity Hearts Ribbon. Contains: 60 % Cotton & 40 % Polyester. 250 g = approx. 120 m
Plastic pellets - approx. 210 gram
Safety eyes - it can for example be these brown 20 mm safety eyes
Filling - approx. 225 gram
Nylon stocking used for the plastic pellets.
Crochet hook size 6 mm.
Darning needle

Yarn quantity:

300 gram of Infinity Hearts Ribbon in the colour 01 White

70 gram of Infinity Hearts Ribbon in the colour 02 Black
15 gram of Infinity Hearts Ribbon in the colour 26 Orange
50 gram of Infinity Hearts Ribbon in the colour 29 Red
5 gram of Infinity Hearts Ribbon in the colour 07 Antracite

Abbreviation

s = stitch

rd = round

r = row

mr = magisk ring

ch = chain

dc = double crochet

htr = half treble 

blo = back loop only

flo = front loop only
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inc = increase

dec = decrease

( ) = Indicates the number of stiches in a row

* - * = Specifies what to repeat and how many times

Instructions

The Snowman's Body:

Use white yarn

1. rd.: 6 dc in mr (6)

2. rd.: 2 dc in each s (12)

3. rd.: *1 dc, inc* x 6 (18)

4. rd.: *2 dc, inc* x 6 (24)

5. rd.: *3 dc, inc* x 6 (30)

6. rd.: *4 dc, inc* x 6 (36)

7. rd.: *5 dc, inc* x 6 (42)

8. rd.: *6 dc, inc* x 6 (48)

9. rd.: *7 dc, inc* x 6 (54)

10. rd.: *8 dc, inc* x 6 (60)

11.-19. omg.: 1 dc in each s (60)

20. omg.: *8 dc, dec* x 6 (54)

21. omg.: *7 dc, dec* x 6 (48)

22. omg.: *6 dc, dec* x 6 (42)

23. omg.: *5 dc, dec* x 6 (36)



 

 

Put plastic pellet in a nylon stocking and tie a knot. Put this in the bottom of the body. Put filling in the
body.

 

24. omg.: *4 dc, dec* x 6 (30)

25. omg.: *3 dc, dec* x 6 (24)

26. omg.: *2 dc, dec* x 6 (18)

27. omg.: *1 dc, dec* x 6 (12)

 

Put some extra filling in the body.

28. omg.: dec x 6 (6)

Fasten off and weave in the ends, so you close the small hole in the top. Leave enough yarn for
assembling.

The Snowman's Head:

Use white yarn

1. rd.: 6 dc in mr (6)

2. rd.: 2 dc in each s (12)

3. rd.: *1 dc, inc* x 6 (18)

4. rd.: *2 dc, inc* x 6 (24)

5. rd.: *3 dc, inc* x 6 (30)

6. rd.: *4 dc, inc* x 6 (36)

7. rd.: *5 dc, inc* x 6 (42)



 

8. rd.: *6 dc, inc* x 6 (48)

9.-15. rd.: 1 dc in each s (48)

16. rd.: *6 dc dec* x 6 (42)

17. rd.: *5 dc, dec* x 6 (36)

 

Place the safety eyes between rd 11 and 12 with 4 stitches in between, Put filling in the head.

 

18. rd.: *4 dc, dec* x 6 (30)

19. rd.: *3 dc, dec* x 6 (24)

20. rd.: *2 dc, dec* x 6 (18)

21. rd.: *1 dc, dec* x 6 (12)

 

Put some extra filling in the head. 

22. rd.: dec x 6 (6)

Fasten off and weave in the ends, so you close the small hole in the top. Leave enough yarn for
assembling.

The Snowman's Nose:

Use orange yarn

1. rd.: 4 dc in mr (4)

2. rd.: *1 dc, inc* x 2 (6)

3. rd.: 1 dc in each s (6)

4. rd.: *2 dc, inc* x 2 (8)



 

5. rd.: *3 dc, inc* x 2 (10)

6.-9. rd.: 1 dc in each s (6)

Fasten off and weave in the ends. Leave enough yarn for assembling.

Put some extra filling in the nose.

The Snowman's Hat:

Use black yarn

1. omg.: 6 dc in mr (6)

2. omg.: 2 dc in each s (12)

3. omg.: *1 dc, inc* x 6 (18)

4. omg.: *2 dc, inc* x 6 (24)

5. omg.: *3 dc, inc* x 6 (30)

6. omg.: 1 dc in each s in blo (30)

7.-12. omg.: 1 dc in each s (30)

13. omg.: *4 dc, inc* i flo x 6

14. omg.: *5 dc, inc* x 6 (42)

15. omg.: *6 dc, inc* x 6 (48)

Fasten off and weave in the ends. Leave enough yarn for assembling.

The Snowman's Buttons:

Use Antracite yarn – make 2 pieces

6 dc in mr



 

Fasten off and weave in the ends. Leave enough yarn for assembling.

The Snowman's Scarf:

Use red yarn

Chain 4 + 2 for turning

1-40 r.: 1 htr in each s, turn with 2 s (4)

Fasten off and weave in the ends. Leave enough yarn for assembling.

Assembling:

Start by sewing the head on the body.

Next is the hat. Put a bit of filling in the hat, so it will stay up. You can either sew it on straight or a bit
crooked.

Next is the scarf – you can sew only the ends together, where they lie on top of each other, so you
can adjust it later.

In the end, you need to sew the nose and the buttons on.

Designed by: @Kreatosse (Majken Andreasen)
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